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Cohomology rings of finite groups have strong duality properties, as shown by
w x w xBenson and Carlson 4 and Greenlees 16 . We prove here that cohomology rings
of virtual duality groups have a ring theoretic duality property, which combines the
duality properties of finite groups with the cohomological duality of the subgroup
of finite index. The formal behaviour of the local cohomology theorem is precisely
w xanalogous to that for a compact Lie group 6 , except that the dimension appears to
be negative. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall be discussing cohomology rings of certain discrete groups G,
and we work throughout with a Noetherian commutative ring k of coeffi-
cients. We shall usually omit notation for coefficients in k, and for tensor
products over k. We begin by introducing certain notation and terminology
that is used throughout.
Recall that a discrete group N is a duality group of dimension n if there
is a dualizing kN-module I so that there are isomorphisms
H i N ; L ( H N ; I m L .  .ny i
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for all kN-modules L. It turns out that if N is a duality group of
s .dimension n and dualizing module I, then H N; kN s 0 if s / n and
n .I ( H N; kN . Conversely if k has a finite resolution by finitely gener-
s .ated projective kN-modules and H N; kN s 0 for s / n, then N is a
duality group of dimension n.
A group G is a ¨irtual duality group of virtual dimension n if it has a
subgroup N of finite index which is a duality group of dimension n. If G is
a virtual duality group of virtual dimension n, then every torsion-free
subgroup of finite index is a duality group of dimension n; indeed, by
s . s .Shapiro's lemma H N; kN s H G; kG .
 .A duality group N is said to be a Poincare duality group or PD group ifÂ
the dualizing module is free of rank one over k, and a PD group is said to
be orientable if the N-action on the dualizing module is trivial. An
orientable virtual PD group is a virtual PD group G with the property that
d .G acts trivially on H G; kG . Note that this is a stronger condition than
asking for an orientable PD subgroup of finite index. For further discus-
w x w xsion of these notions, see the books of Bieri 7 and Brown 10 .
U  .In this article we consider the cohomology ring H G of a virtual
duality group G, and show that it has strong ring theoretic duality proper-
ties. This melds the duality theorem for the duality group of finite index
with the duality enjoyed by the finite quotient group; in particular, our
duality results generalize both these types of duality.
Duality properties for finite groups have been studied by Benson and
w x w x w xCarlson 4 and Greenlees 16 . The method of 4 uses finite Koszul
complexes, and therefore depends on the choice of a system of parameters.
w xThe method of 16 uses stable Koszul complexes, which are infinite but
essentially independent of choices. The invariant approach also allows an
implementation through the use of highly structured ring and module
w xspectra, and this extends to the case of compact Lie groups 6 .
Here we give two approaches to duality for the cohomology of virtual
w x w xduality groups: a purely algebraic one in the spirit of 4 and 16 , and one
w xusing highly structured ring and module spectra as in 6 . Each method has
advantages. In fact, the algebraic method applies to all virtual duality
groups, and over an arbitrary commutative Noetherian ring, whereas the
topological one is restricted to virtual duality groups such as arithmetic
.groups and mapping class groups where the duality is realized topologi-
cally. On the other hand, the topological proof applies to groups with a
normal duality group and a compact Lie quotient, and extends to general-
ized cohomology theories, such as K-theory.
To state our main theorems, we let J denote the ideal of positive degree
U  .elements in the ring H G . One of our theorems is stated in terms of
U  .Grothendieck's J-local cohomology H M of a module M over the ringJ
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U  . w xH G 19 ; a summary of its properties in a convenient form is given in
w x17 .
THEOREM 1.1. If G is a ¨irtual duality group of ¨irtual dimension n and
with dualizing module I, then for any G module M there is a spectral sequence
E) , ) s H ) , ) HU G ; M « SnH# G ; I m M , .  . .2 J
with differentials d : Es, t ª Esqr , tyrq1.r r r
This is a duality theorem which melds the duality theorem for the
duality group of finite index with the type of duality enjoyed by finite
groups, and has both these as special cases.
The theorem is based on the commutative algebra of the graded ring
U  .H BG , and its ideal J of elements with positive cohomological degree. It
is essential to be clear about grading conventions, and for clarity all graded
objects are cohomologically graded. In particular, we shall use the cohomo-
 n . s synlogical suspension defined by S M s M . We view the homology
 .groups H# BG as being concentrated in negative cohomological degrees,
so that
snS H# BG ; I s H BG ; I . .  . . nys
Theorem 1.1 is proved as 4.1. A topological proof is given in 5.1, for
groups, such as arithmetic groups and mapping class groups, in which the
algebraic duality is realized by an action on a suitable manifold. Notice
that if G is an orientable PD group the spectral sequence calculates
 . U  .H# G with a dimension shift. If, in addition, H G is Cohen]Macaulay
of dimension r, then the spectral sequence collapses to show that
r U  .. n  . U  .H H G s S H# G . If k is a field this shows that H G is Goren-J
stein.
w xTo state the analogue of the results of 4 , we need to choose a
particular system of radical generators of J. In fact, we choose z , . . . , z g1 r
U  . U  .H G , with z of codegree n so that H G is finitely generated as ai i
module over the subring generated by the inflations of the z . For a virtuali
Ãduality group one may construct a connected finite complex B# of finitely
Ã .generated projectives so that H# B# is a finitely generated free k-mod-
ule with trivial action. For the purposes of the following statement this
Ã .should be thought of as a close approximation to k s H B# .0
THEOREM 1.2. If G is a ¨irtual duality group and M is a kG-module, and
r  .s s n q  n y 1 , then there is a spectral sequenceis1 i
p q p Ã ÃE s Ext H B# , M « H M m I m B# . . .  . /2 k G q sypyq k G
At least in the Cohen]Macaulay case, it is easy to obtain a conclusion
independent of the choice of elements.
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THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that G is an oriented ¨irtual PD group of dimen-
U  .sion n, and k is a field. If H G, k is Cohen]Macaulay, then the PoincareÂ
series
p t s t i dim H i G ; k .  .G k
iG0
satisfies the functional equation
rynp 1rt s t yt p t . .  .  .G G
 .Here, r s r G is the maximal rank of a finite elementary abelian p-subgroupp
 .  .of G if Char k s p is a prime, and r s 0 if Char k s 0.
The algebraic proof is covered in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The topological
proof is covered in Sections 5 and 6. These are completely independent of
each other, and there will be readers wishing to ignore one of the methods
entirely. We conclude with a brief discussion of examples.
PART A: THE ALGEBRAIC METHOD
2. THE ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTION
A common method for getting control on infinite discrete groups is to
attempt to construct a finite dimensional space on which they act with
finite stabilizers. However, the existence of such a space is a stringent
condition on a group. In this section we construct a suitable algebraic
counterpart for arbitrary groups satisfying an obviously necessary finite-
ness condition.
We need to use several standard finiteness conditions. A kG-module M
is said to be of type FP if it has a resolution by finitely generated`
projective kG-modules. If this resolution may be chosen to be of finite
 .length i.e. eventually zero , then M is said to be of type FP. Replacing
projective by free in this definition gives the definition type FL ``fini
.libre'' . The group G is said to be of type FP , FP, or FL over k if the`
trivial kG-module k is of type FP , FP, or FL, respectively. The group G is`
 .said to be ¨irtually of type FP , FP, or FL written VFP , VFP, VFL if it` `
has a normal subgroup of finite index of the respective type.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that G has type FP o¨er k. If X# is a nonnegati¨ ely`
indexed chain complex
??? ª X ª X ª X ª 02 1 0
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 .of projecti¨ e kG-modules, and each H X is a finitely generated free k-mod-i
ule with tri¨ ial G-action, then X# is chain homotopy equi¨ alent to a nonnega-
Ã Ãti¨ ely indexed chain complex X# with each X a finitely generated projecti¨ ei
Ã ÃkG-module. If X s 0 for i large enough, then X# may be chosen with X s 0i i
for i large enough.
Proof. We prove by induction on n that any such X# is equivalent to a
complex with X a finitely generated projective kG-module for i F n.i
Suppose that this is true for all such complexes for i F n y 1 for n s 0
.this is vacuously true, so the induction begins . We may choose a resolu-
 .tion P# of H X by finitely generated projective kG-modules. Then there0
is a map of complexes P# ª X# inducing an isomorphism in degree zero
homology. The algebraic mapping cone M# of this map of complexes has
no homology in degree zero. So it is isomorphic to a direct sum of an exact
complex of projectives of the form
(X X
??? ª 0 ª P ª P ª 0 ª ???1 0
X X X and a complex M# with M s 0. By the inductive hypothesis, M# and0
ÃX ÃX.hence also M# is equivalent to a complex M# with M a finite generatedi
projective kG-module for i F n. The algebraic mapping cone on the map
ÃXM# ª SP# is chain homotopy equivalent to S X#, and consists of finitely
generated projective kG-modules in degrees i F n q 1, so applying Sy1
completes the inductive step of the proof.
If X is already finitely generated for i F n y 1, then the effect of thisi
construction is to add on an exact sequence of finitely generated projec-
tives in these degrees. These may be stripped off again so that X# is
unaffected in degrees i F n y 2. It follows that we may perform this
construction infinitely often, and it will ``converge.''
ÃFinally, suppose that X s 0 for i G m. Replace the complex X# by thei
Ãtruncated complex obtained by deleting the terms from X onwardsmq 1
Ã Ã Ã Ã .and replacing X by Ker X ª X . With this new X#, the alge-m my1 my2
Ãbraic mapping cone of X# ª X# is a finite acyclic complex in which all
terms except possibly one is projective. It follows that the remaining term
Ãis also projective, which shows that X# now has the required properties.
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group of type VFP o¨er k. Then a kG-module M
of type FP is of type FP if and only if its restriction to each finite subgroup is`
projecti¨ e.
X w xProof. See, for example, Theorem A of Kropholler 22 .
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LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a group and N a subgroup of finite index, and let k
be a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients. If M is a kG-module of finite projecti¨ e
dimension whose restriction to N is projecti¨ e, then M itself is projecti¨ e.
Proof. Define Y by the short exact sequence
w x0 ª k ª k GrN ª Y ª 0,
w xwhere the map k ª k GrN sends 1 to the sum of the group elements.
Tensoring with M and iterating, we obtain the exact sequence
w x w x0 ª M ª k GrN m M ª k GrN m Y m M ª ???
w x m ry1. mrª k GrN m Y m M ª Y m M ª 0.
w x miNow, since M restricted to N is projective, we find k GrN m Y m M is
projective for all i, so the terms in the sequence are projective, except
perhaps the first and last. If M has projective dimension at most r, then so
does Y mr m M, and so, by the extended form of Schanuel's lemma, M is
projective as required.
 .If M is a kG-module, we write V M for the kernel of a map from ak G
projective module onto M. This is well defined up to adding and subtract-
 .ing projective summands Schanuel's lemma . Then we inductively define
1  .  . n  .  ny1 ..V M s V M and V M s V V M .k G k G k G k G k G
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a group of type VFP o¨er k. Then there exists
Ã Ã .a finite complex B# of finitely generated projecti¨ e kG-modules with H B#0
Ã .( k, and such that each H B# is a finitely generated free k-module withi
tri¨ ial G-action.
w xRemark. This seems to be related to some theorems of Stark 25 .
Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of G of finite index, of type FP
over k, and set G s GrN. By Evens' finite generation theorem, we may
ni .  .choose elements z , . . . , z with z g H G, k whose inflations Inf z ,1 r i 1
 . U  .. . . , Inf z g H G, k generate a subring over which the whole ofr
U  .H G, k is finitely generated as a module. For each z , choose a corre-i
Ã ni  .sponding cocycle z : V k ª k, and make sure it is surjective by enlarg-i kG
ni  .ing V k by a suitable projective if necessary. Write L for thekG z i
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corresponding kernel. Then we can form a pushout diagram for the
beginning of a resolution of k by finitely generated projective kG-modules
as follows:
0 0
x x
L s Lz zi i
x x
ni0 ª V k ª P ª ??? ª P ª k ª 0 .kG n y1 0i
5 5x x
0 ª k ª P rL ª ??? ª P ª k ª 0n y1 z 0i i
x x
0 0
We truncate the bottom row of this diagram by removing the copy of k at
the beginning and the end, to make a complex C whose homologyz i
consists of a copy of k in degrees zero and n y 1 with trivial G-action.i
We then form the complex B s C m ??? m C , which is a complex ofz zk k1 r
w xprojective modules by the theory of varieties 4 . We inflate to regard this
as a complex of kG-modules.
Next, we take a finite resolution of k by projective kN-modules, and
 w xtensor induce to give a complex Q# of kG-modules see 1, Sect. 3.15 for
w xtensor induction of modules and 2, Sect. 4.1 for tensor induction of
.complexes . Note that, even if we started off with finitely generated
modules, we will have lost this property after tensor induction. However,
Q# does have finite length, and is exact except in degree zero, where its
homology is k. Let B#X s B# m Q#. Then the restriction of B#X to any
finite subgroup is a complex of projective modules, so B#X consists of
modules of type FP. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that B#X is in fact a
complex of projective modules. Furthermore, its homology consists of a
finite direct sum of copies of k with trivial G-action. So, by Lemma 2.1, B#X
Ã Ãis chain homotopy equivalent to a complex B# with each B a finitelyi
generated projective kG-module.
Remark 2.5. We note that the argument of the proposition applies to
show that for any complex C# of finitely generated projective kG-modules
the complex C#X s C# m Q# is a complex of projective kG-modules, and
Ãchain equivalent to a complex C# of finitely generated projective kG-mod-
ules.
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3. THE ALGEBRAIC DUALITY THEOREM
In this section we consider a virtual duality group G. It is necessary of
Ãtype VFP, and we denote by B# and Q# complexes resulting from the
construction described in the proof of Proposition 2.4.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If G is a ¨irtual duality group o¨er k with dualizing
module I and dualizing degree n, then
jqn Ã ÃH Hom B#, kG ( Hom H B , I . . . .  /k G k j
Proof. Let P# be a projective resolution of k as a kG-module, and
compare the two spectral sequences of the double complex Hom P# mk G
Ã .B#, kG . If we take homology using the P# differential first, the E page1
Ã .consists of Hom B#, kG along the edge, and the E page consists ofk G 2
U Ã  ..H Hom B#, kG . On the other hand, if take homology using thek G
Ãdifferential coming from B# first, then the E page is1
Ã ÃHom H# B , Hom P#, kG ( Hom H# B , Hom P#, kG .  . .  . .  .k G k k k G
Ã Ã  .since the modules in B# are projective and the G-action on H# B is
Ã.   . .trivial and the E page consists of Hom H# B , I in the nth column2 k
and zero elsewhere.
In fact, this cohomology equivalence comes from a chain homotopy
 .equivalence, as we shall show. We regard the complex Hom Q#, kGk G
 .the dual of Q# as a chain complex with negative degrees. Then we have
the following duality statement.
LEMMA 3.2. There is a map of chain complexes of kG-modules
d : I m Q# ª SnHom Q#, kG , .k k G
which is a homology equi¨ alence.
Proof. Since Q# restricted to N is a projective kN-resolution of k, we
have a homology equivalence of chain complexes of projective kN-modules
I m Q# ª SnHom Q#, kN . .k k N
Taking the adjoint of this map gives a map of chain complexes of
kN-modules
I m Q# m Q# ª SnkN.k k
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By Frobenius reciprocity, there is a corresponding map of chain complexes
of kG-modules
I m Q# m Q# ª SnkG.k k
whose adjoint
I m Q# ª SnHom Q#, kG .k k G
is the desired homology equivalence. The fact that it is a homology
equivalence is easily seen by restricting back to N and using the Eck-
mann]Shapiro isomorphism.
PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a chain homotopy equi¨ alence of complexes of
kG-modules
Ã Ã s Ãd : I m B# ª S Hom B#, kG , .k k G
r  .where s s n q  n y 1 .is1 i
w xProof. It is shown in Section 5 of 4 that there are maps of chain
w x niy1  .complexes of k GrN -modules C ª S Hom C , k inducing an iso-z k zi i
morphism in homology. Actually, this is only proved there in the case of a
field of coefficients, but it holds more generally. Hence we have a homol-
ogy isomorphism
C m ??? m C ª S iniy1 .Hom C , k m ??? m Hom C , k . .  .z k k z k z k k k z1 r 1 r
Tensor this with I m Q# and follow it with
d X s 1 m d : Hom C , k m ??? m Hom C , k m SynI m Q# .  .k z k k k z k1 r
ª Hom C , k m ??? m Hom C , k m Hom Q#, kG . .  .k z k k k z k k G1 r
where d is the map of Lemma 3.2.
Next, the natural map
d Y : Hom C , k m ??? m Hom C , k m Hom Q#, kG . .  .k z k k k z k k G1 r
ª Hom C m ??? m C m Q#, kG .k G z k k z k1 r
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is an isomorphism of chain complexes of kG-modules. To see this, it is
enough to check that it is an isomorphism of abelian groups which
preserves the G-action. To check that it is an isomorphism of abelian
groups, it suffices to notice that each C is a finite chain complex ofz i
finitely generated free abelian groups. The G-action is easy to check.
Y  X .The codomain of d is Hom B#, kG in the notation of 2.4; since wek G
Ã Xhave a chain homotopy equivalence B ª B of complexes of projectives,
the codomain of d Y is equivalent to the codomain in the statement.
Composing these maps, we obtain a homology isomorphism of bounded
below projective complexes which is therefore a chain homotopy equiva-
lence, as required.
COROLLARY 3.4. If M is a kG-module, then there is a chain homotopy
equi¨ alence of chain complexes of k-modules
Ã s ÃM m I m B# ª S Hom B#, M . .  .k G k G
Proof. This follows by applying M m ] to the map given in thek G
proposition.
COROLLARY 3.5. If k is a field and G is an oriented ¨irtual PD group,
then the Poincare seriesÂ
i Ãf t s t dim H B# .  . k i
iG0
satisfies the functional equation
f t s t s f ty1 , .  .
r  .where s s n q  n y 1 .is1 i
Ã .Proof. The space H B# is the k-vector space dual ofi
Ã .  .H Hom B#, k , which by the previous corollary with M s k is iso-yi k G
Ã i .  .morphic to H B# . So the coefficient of t in f t is equal to thesy i
sy icoefficient of t .
THEOREM 3.6. If G is a ¨irtual duality group o¨er k and M is a
r  .kG-module, and s s n q  n y 1 , then there is a spectral sequenceis1 i
p q p Ã ÃE s Ext H B# , M « H M m I m B# . . .  . /2 k G q sypyq k G k G
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Proof. Consider the double complex
ÃHom P# m B#, M , .k G k
where P# is a projective resolution of k as a kG-module. In the spectral
sequence in which we take homology using the P# differential first, the E1
Ã .page consists of Hom B#, M along the edge, and the E page consistsk G 2
U Ã  .. of H Hom B#, M . By Corollary 3.4, this is isomorphic to H Mk G sy)
Ã. .m I m B# . It follows that the other spectral sequence, in which wek k G
Ãtake homology using the B# differential first, converges to the same thing.
p, q Ã p, q  . .The E term is Hom P m H B# , M , and so the E term is1 k G p q 2k
p Ã  . .Ext H B# , M , as required.k G q
The differentials in this spectral sequence can be described in the same
w xway as in 4 . In particular, there are differentials corresponding to
multiplication by the inflations of the elements z used to construct thei
Ã w xcomplex B#. So just as in 4 , we obtain the following statement about
Poincare series:Â
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that G is an oriented ¨irtual PD group of dimen-
U  .sion n, and k is a field. If H G, k is Cohen]Macaulay, then the PoincareÂ
series
p t s t i dim H i G ; k .  .G k
iG0
satisfies the functional equation
rynp 1rt s t yt p t . .  .  .G G
 .Here, r s r G is the maximal rank of a finite elementary abelian p-subgroupp
 .  .of G if Char k s p is a prime, and r s 0 if Char k s 0.
Proof. Take M s k in the spectral sequence of the last theorem, and
choose the number of z to be as small as possible, namely r. Since we alsoi
have I s k, it becomes
p , q p Ã ÃE s Ext H B# , k « H k m B# . .  . /2 k G q sypyq k G
Since the cohomology is Cohen]Macaulay, the z form a regular sequencei
U  . U  .  .in H G, k , and so the E page is H G, k r z , . . . , z concentrated` 1 r
along the bottom row. The Poincare series of this quotient thereforeÂ
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satisfies the functional equation of Corollary 3.5. Since
r
nip t s f t 1 y t , .  .  .G
is1
 .the required functional equation for p t follows.G
4. THE LOCAL COHOMOLOGY THEOREM
In this section we prove the local cohomology theorem stated in the
introduction.
THEOREM 4.1. If G is a ¨irtual duality group of ¨irtual dimension n and
with dualizing module I, then for any G-module M there is a spectral sequence
E*, * s HU HU G ; M « SnH# G ; I m M . .  . .2 J
w xThe idea is to apply the methods of 16 to the resolutions constructed in
Section 2, principally using Proposition 3.3 as a substitute for the self-dual-
ity of the group ring of a finite group. We are thus able to prove the local
cohomology theorem for all virtual duality groups. There is a little work to
be done, because of the fact that the complex BX has to be replaced by the
Ãcomplex B of finitely generated projectives.
w xFirst we begin by recalling the construction from 16 , and to begin with
we work entirely with kG-modules, where G s GrN. We view the complex
B s C m ??? m Cz z1 r
of kG-modules as graded over Z r, and nonzero in the cuboidal box with
  .  ..vertices at e n y 1 , . . . , e n y 1 with e s 0 or 1. Of course, we may1 1 r r i
 .  .splice together two copies of C since H C s k s H C , and thusz 0 z ny1 zi i i
form a complex C 2 . Tensoring with the other complexes C , we may viewz zi j
this as stacking boxes in Z r. Notice that there is a cofibre sequence
ziny1
2S C ª C ª C ,z z zi i i
and similarly for boxes.
Next we let R denote the complex obtained by stacking boxes to fill the
 4nonnegative orthant. More generally for any subset s : 1, 2, . . . r we let
w xR s be the complex obtained by stacking boxes so as to fill the region
 .with gradings i , . . . , i with i G 0 if j f s . In particular, we let S denote1 r j
w 4x rthe complex R 1, 2, . . . , r in which the whole of Z has been filled with
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boxes. Now form the dual stable Koszul complex
w x w xL s [ R s ª [ R s ª ???v  < s <sr < s <sry1
w x w xª [ R s ª [ R s .< s <s1 < s <s0
in which the differentials are alternating sums of projections. It is clear
 . rthat at each point i , . . . , i of Z this complex is obtained by tensoring1 r
 4the reduced chain complex of the simplex s s a ¬ i - 0 whose verticesa
index the negative coordinates, with the projective kG-module occupying
the point in S. Therefore the homology of L is only nonzero in degree rv
where it is concentrated in the negative orthant. More precisely, if we let
R! denote the complex obtained by stacking boxes to fill the negative
orthant, we have
R! if i s r ,H L s .vi  0 otherwise.
We now want to repeat the construction of Section 2. We begin by
regarding the discussion so far as G-equivariant by inflation, and then form
the complex LX s L m Q# of projective modules. We then replace it by av v
Ãchain equivalent complex L of finitely generated projectives. However,?
w xthere are three reasons for care: firstly, the complexes R s are not
bounded below, secondly, we want to carry the Koszul structure maps
along in the construction, and, finally, we want to retain the periodicities
given by multiplication by z .i
We have just observed that the process of stacking one box on top of
w xanother can be achieved as a mapping cone. More generally, if B i , . . . , i1 r
 .denotes a copy of the box complex with its bottom vertex at i n , . . . , i n ,1 1 r r
we filter the whole page filled with boxes by i q i q ??? qi . Thus we let1 2 r
w 4xS be the quotient of S s R 1, 2, . . . , r in which the subcomplex of allj
n boxes with i q ??? qi - j has been factored out, and we let S s Ker S1 r j j
. n ny1ª S . Thus S rS is the sum of boxes with total coordinate n, andnq1 j j
we have a cofibre sequence
y1 w x ny1 n[ S B i , . . . , i ª S ª S .i q ??? qi sn 1 r j j1 r
We regard this as a method for constructing S1, S2, S3, . . . in succession:0 0 0
we may construct S s S` by passage to the direct limit. At each stage we0 0
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may form the approximation by choosing an arrow in the diagram
y1 6 nÃ Ãw xS m B i , . . . , i Si q ??? qi snq1 1 r j1 r
x x
y1 n nq1w xS [ B i , . . . , i ª S ª Si q ??? qi snq1 1 r j j1 r
Ã .as we may do since B is projective , and taking the mapping cone in the
Ãtop row. Again we may pass to direct limits and obtain S , and again the0
Ãlimit is achieved in each degree, since B is bounded below.
On the other hand, we know that S is simply a desuspension of S ,ys 0
and S is the inverse limit of S under the quotient maps. Now, becauseys
Ãthe above construction of S also gave the filtration, we have counterparts0
of the quotients maps, still with sums of boxes as the kernels. We may
Ã Ã Ãtherefore form S s lim S , and since B is bounded above, this inverses ys6limit is also achieved in each degree.
We therefore obtain an approximation of S which has approximation of
w xthe various complexes R s as quotients, and we may form the approxima-
Ãtion L simply by taking these quotients and making the differentials fromv
alternating sums of the quotient maps.
We are now ready to give the proof. Consider the double complex
ÃHom L , M ;v .k G
we compare the two spectral sequences for calculating its cohomology. If
we take homology in the Koszul direction first, then because of the
projectivity of boundaries and cycles we obtain the E term1
ÃHom H#L, M . .k G
 .  . !  .Now H L s 0 for i - r and H L s R . Furthermore, H L is thevi r r
inverse limit of suitable box quotients of the complexes S . Thereforej
Ã Ã .  .H L s 0 for i - r and H L is the corresponding inverse limit of thev vi r
Ã Ã!corresponding quotients of S . It is reasonable to call this limit R , and, inj
particular, it is a complex of finitely generated projectives, it is bounded
above, has homology equivalent to R!, and has a filtration with quotients
Ãwhich are finite sums of copies of B. Now, by the naturality of 3.3 for box
quotients, we find
Ã! n ÃHom R , M s S M m I m R . . .k G k G
n  .Its homology is therefore S H# G; M m I .
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To understand the second spectral sequence, let z s  z . Now,s ig s i
note that because limits are achieved in each degree, we may calculate
U Ã U Ã Uw xH Hom R s , M s H Hom lim R , z , M .  . .k G k G s / /¤
U Ãs lim H Hom R , M , z . . /k G sª
U w xs H G ; M 1rz . . s
Ã .Thus if we take the projective cohomology of Hom L , M first, thenvk G
the E term is the stable Koszul complex1
U U w x U w xH G ; M ª[ H G ; M 1rz ª???ª[ H G ; M 1rz .  .  .< s <s1 s < s <sr s
U  .for calculating the local cohomology of H G; M with respect to the ideal
generated by the inflations of the elements z , . . . , z . Since we have1 r
remarked that this ideal has the augmentation ideal J as its radical, the
homology of this complex is the J-local cohomology and the theorem is
proved.
PART T: THE TOPOLOGICAL APPROACH
5. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM
In this part we prove the local cohomology theorem by topological
methods for groups G which are virtual duality groups for geometric
reasons. It is entirely independent of Part A, but many of the steps in one
proof have obvious counterparts in the other.
The mathematical foundations for the topological argument are laid in
w x w x13 , to which 12 is an introduction; an announcement of this and certain
w xequivariant applications are given in 11 . A general discussion of the
w xusefulness of these foundations in equivariant topology is given in 17 and
w x18 . We have tried to make it possible to understand the outline of the
argument presented here without detailed understanding of these refer-
ences.
Two classes of virtual duality groups of particular interest are the
arithmetic groups and the mapping class groups. For these we have the
extra geometric information that the present topological approach seems
to require. We hope that by more careful analysis the topological approach
can be extended to a wider class of virtual duality groups, such as the
S-arithmetic groups.
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THEOREM 5.1. If G is an arithmetic group or a mapping class group of
¨irtual dimension n and with dualizing module I, and if J is the ideal in
U  .H BG of elements with positi¨ e cohomological degree, then there is a
spectral sequence
Es , t s H s , t HU BG « H BG ; I , .  . .2 J nysyt
with differentials d : Es, t ª Esqr , tyrq1.r r r
We prove this in the following section.
This result should be contrasted with the case of a compact Lie group
when there is a similar spectral sequence with a suspension of the opposite
sense. More precisely, if L is a compact Lie group of dimension d we have
w xproved in 6 that when the adjoint representation is orientable there is a
spectral sequence
HU HU BL « SydH# BL . .  . .J
The proof we give below clearly extends to the case of topological
groups in which there is a normal duality subgroup N with a compact Lie
group L of dimension d as the quotient. This takes the form of a spectral
sequence
HU HU BG « SnydH# BG ; I m e , .  . .J
where I and e are both representations of the component group; I is
analogous to the dualizing module, and e is the action of G on
d AdL . .H S ; k . However, we do not know of any particular interest in this
case.
6. TOPOLOGICAL PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We begin the discussion without assumption on G, introducing restric-
tions as they become necessary.
We suppose given an extension
1 ª N ª G ª G ª 1
with G finite. The subgroup N will be torsion free and have other good
properties. We use the usual trick for constructing a classifying space BG;
we assume that G acts on a space X so that the restriction of the action to
N is free. Letting G act on EG via the quotient map, we have
EG s EG = X ,
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and thus
BG s EG = XrN . .G
The idea is that, when N is sufficiently nice, the geometry of the G-space
XrN will be rather simple, and we can understand BG by doing a little
G-equivariant homotopy theory of XrN.
Now
HU BG s HU EG = XrN s HU EG = XrN , EG = ) . .  .  .G G q G
More generally, the reduced Borel cohomology of a based G-space Y is
defined by
bU Y s HU EG = Y , EG = ) , .  .G G G
 .and this theory is represented by the G-spectrum b s F EG , H , whereq
H represents ordinary equivariant cohomology with constant coefficients,
so that
UUU U w xH BG s b XrN s XrN , b s XrN , F EG , H .  .  .G q q q qG G
U0s S , F XrN n EG , H . .q q G
We now wish to do a little commutative ring theory, and for this we need
our first assumption on XrN: we ask that it be finite dimensional. The
U  . U  .rings which concern us are H BG and H BG , and inflation gives a
U  . U  .ring homomorphism H BG ª H BG , which allows us to regard any
U  . U  .  .H BG -module as a module over H BG . Now let J G denote the
U  .  .ideal of positive codegree elements in H BG , and similarly for J G .
U  .  .Notice that the ideal of H BG generated by the image of J G in
U  .  .H BG has radical J G because XrN is finite dimensional. Thus the
 . U  .  .J G local cohomology of any H BG -module M is equal to its J G -local
cohomology:
HU M s HU M . .  .J G . J G.
 .We may therefore safely write J for J G without fear of causing confu-
sion.
 .Moving to the topological counterpart, we recall that b s F EG , H isq
equivalent to commutative algebra over the equivariant sphere spectrum
 .i.e., it is a highly structured ring G-spectrum . In fact, H is an E -ring`
spectrum, by equivariant infinite loop space theory, and therefore
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 . w xF EG , H is; the result follows by 13, II.3.6 . An alternative is to quoteq
w xthe theorem of Elmendorf and May 14 . The latter is preferable for two
reasons: firstly, it extends to the case of compact Lie groups, and, secondly,
there is no published reference for equivariant infinite loop space theory.
For the remainder of the section we work with highly structured modules
over b.
 .Now for any b-module G-spectrum m we may form the derived
J-power torsion spectrum G m, and the construction makes it obvious thatJ
there is a spectral sequence
E) , ) s HU m#G « p#G G m . . .2 J J
This is the construction which gives rise to the possibility of a geometric
 .proof of a local cohomology theorem. Applying ? n m to the equiva-b
w xlence EG n b , G b of 6 , we obtain the basic result.q J
w xTHEOREM 6.1 6 . For any b-module G-spectrum m there is an equi¨ a-
lence of b-module G-spectra
G m , m n EG .J q
Hence there is a spectral sequence
E) , ) s HU m#G « p#G m n EG . . .2 J q
 .We wish to apply this to the b-module m s F XrN n EG , H andq q
thereby obtain our local cohomology theorem for virtual duality groups.
 .Since we have seen that the equivariant homotopy of F XrN n EG , Hq q
U  .is H BG , Theorem 6.1 gives a spectral sequence whose E -term is the2
U  .J-local cohomology of H BG . We now need to relate the equivariant
 .  .homotopy of EG n F XrN n EG , H to H# BG . Indeed, since theq q q
projection EG ª S0 is a nonequivariant equivalence it induces a G-q
equivalence
EG n F XrN n EG , H , EG n F XrN , H . .  .q q q q q
SUMMARY 6.2. Pro¨ided XrN is finite dimensional, there is a spectral
sequence
HU HU BG « p#G EG n F XrN , H . .  . .  .J q q
Of course, this applies without hypothesis on XrN provided J is
 .replaced by J G , but this is not very satisfactory since it depends on the
choice of torsion-free subgroup of finite index.
G  ..We still have to relate p# EG n F XrN , H to the homology ofq q
 0.BG; for this we use functional duality. Thus DX [ F X, S denotes the
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functional dual of a G-spectrum X in the usual way. To make the analysis
possible, we assume that XrN is a finite G-space; this means thatq
XrN is strongly dualizable and henceq
EG n F XrN , H , EG n DXrN n H . .q q q q
In this case, since H is split, we have
p#G EG n F XrN , H s p#G EG n DXrN n H .  . .q q q q
Äs H# EG n DXrN . .q G q
Finally, since XrN is finite, the functional dual may be calculated asq
the Spanier]Whitehead dual. We must relate DXrN to XrN , and forq q
this we assume that XrN is a compact G-manifold with boundary ­ XrN,
so that we can apply Atiyah duality. This is best known in the smooth case,
but works equally well in the piecewise linear setting. In this case we may
 .  w .  4.embed XrN, ­ XrN properly in V = 0, ` , V = 0 for some represen-
tation V of G. Now, if n is the normal bundle of XrN in V [ 1 and n X is
the normal bundle of ­ XrN in V, Atiyah duality states
n n
X
V[1S DXrN , XrN r ­ XrN , .  .q
where the superscripts denote Thom spaces. In particular, if XrN has
empty boundary,
nV[1S DXrN , XrN . .q
w xFrom the work of Borel and Serre 9 , we know that our assumptions
w xcover all arithmetic groups, and from the work of Harvey 21 and Harer
w x20 that they cover all mapping class groups. We concentrate on the
former, noting that for mapping class groups one must work instead in the
piecewise linear category.
Suppose then that G is arithmetic in a connected semisimple algebraic
 .group l over Q; then if K is a maximal compact subgroup of l R , then
X  . dthe symmetric space X s l R rK is diffeomorphic to R for some d.
Borel and Serre show that X X is the interior of a contractible G-manifold
X with corners, and that XrN is a compact G-manifold with corners.
Furthermore, the boundary ­ X has the nonequivariant homotopy type
 .of a bouquet of l y 1 -spheres where l is the Q-rank of the algebraic
 .group l. The case with empty boundary i.e. l s 0 is covered by the usual
 .convention that the y1 -sphere is the empty space. Thus G is a virtual
duality group with virtual dimension d y l and dualizing module I s
dy l dyl Ä .  .  .  .H G; ZG s H X ( H X, ­ X s H ­ X . As usual, the re-c l ly1
duced homology of the empty space is Z in degree y1. The isomorphism is
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Lefschetz duality, and only depends on the choice of orientation of the
contractible space X. However, the action of G must be taken into
account at this point, and if the orientation representation of G on Z is j ,
we should more precisely say
ÄI ( H ­ X m j . .ly1
Note that this is the dualizing module for any group G arithmetic in l, so
that, in particular, G is a PD group if and only if the boundary ­ X is
 .empty, if and only if l is of Q-rank 0. In that case G is cocompact in l R
and the virtual dimension of G is d.
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let G be the infinite dihedral group. This is an arith-
metic group, and occurs as an extension
1 ª Z ª G ª C ª 1.2
1 ÄWe may take X s R and XrN s S , and we find I s Z. This shows that
the tangent bundle need not be orientable.
U  . w x  . w x  .In fact, H G s Z c r 2c k Z d r 2 d where c and d have codegree
2; the element c q d generates an ideal with J as its radical. Hence
0 U  .. 1 U  ..H H G ( Z and H H G is additively Zr2 in codegree 0 andJ J
Zr2 [ Zr2 in each negative even degree. The local cohomology spectral
Ä .sequence necessarily collapses to calculate SH# G; Z , as required.
Now, to apply the stated form of Atiyah duality, we need to know that
w xwe can apply the standard method of 23, II.5 to our G-manifold XrN
w xwith corners. In fact, Douady and Herault prove in the appendix to 9 thatÂ
the smooth manifold X with corners may be replaced by a homeomorphic
smooth manifold with boundary, so that the smooth structure is only
altered on proper corners. Furthermore, they prove that the smooth
structure with this property is unique.
 .  wNow any element g g l Q acts smoothly on X essentially by 9,
 .x.5.6 2 , and since the action preserves corners and their indices, composi-
tion with g would give a second smooth structure on the manifold with
boundary. Therefore g acts smoothly on the manifold with boundary. It
follows that we may replace X by a smooth manifold with boundary, and
the action of G is smooth. Thus XrN is a smooth manifold with boundary
on which G acts smoothly; this is precisely what is required to apply the
cited form of Atiyah duality.
LEMMA 6.4.
Ä dy lH# EG n DXrN s S H# BG ; I , .  .q G q
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Proof. By Atiyah duality we have the cofibre sequence
n
X
n V[1­ XrN ª XrN ª S DXrN . .  . q
Next, it is clear that by using a complex representation V we may assume
V [ 1 is orientable. The orientability of the normal bundles is then
equivalent to that of the tangent bundles. The tangent bundles need not be
orientable, but the same representation j of G describes the failure of
orientability in both cases.
Let ¨ be the dimension of V, so that, recalling the convention that all
Ä algebraic suspension refer to cohomological degrees, H# EG n DXrq G
¨q1 Ä V[1 X.  .N s S H# EG n S DXrN . Now, both n and n have fibreq q q
dimension ¨ q 1 y d, and so the Thom isomorphisms give
n
X
dy¨y1ÄH# EG n ­ XrN ( S H# EG = ­ XrN ; j .  . .q G q G
s Sdy¨y1H# EG = ­ X ; j .G
and
n dy¨y1ÄH# EG n XrN ( S H# EG = XrN ; j .  . .q G q G
s Sdy¨y1H# EG = X ; j . .G
Finally, the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration ­ X ª EG = ­ X ªG
 .BG, together with the fact that ­ X is equivalent to a bouquet of l y 1 -
spheres, shows that the inclusion of the boundary induces an injective map
with cokernel
H# EG = X ,EG = ­ X ; j s SylH# BG ; I , .  .G G
 .as required. Adding up the relevant suspensions, we reach d y l s ¨ q 1
 .q d y ¨ y 1 y l, as asserted.
PART D: DISCUSSION
7. EXAMPLES
 .EXAMPLE 7.1. Although the example of SL Z may seem trivial, there2
 .are features to note. Since SL Z s C ) C we easily calculate that2 4 C 62
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U   .. w x  .H SL Z s Z c r 12c , and hence2
H 0 HU SL Z ( Z, . . .J 2
1 U   ...whilst H H SL Z is additively Zr12 in each even negative degree.J 2
  ..This means that the spectral sequence appears to converge to H# SL Z2
without suspension. However, we have proved it actually converges to
  . .SH# SL Z ; I . In this case the components of ­ X correspond to the2
1 .  .rational cusps P Q of the action of SL Z on the upper half-plane. Thus2
1 .I is the kernel of the augmentation Z P Q ª Z. The coincidence would
be explained if there were an exact sequence 0 ª Z ª M ª I ª 0, where
  . .H# SL Z ; M s 0. It would be interesting to have a geometric construc-2
tion of such a module M.
 .EXAMPLE 7.2. The integral cohomology of SL Z has been calculated3
w xby Soule 24 . He shows that the cohomology only has 2 and 3 torsion, thatÂ
U   .. w x  . w x  . U   ..H SL Z s Z a r 3a k Z b r 3b , and that H SL Z3 3. 3. 4 4 3. 4 4 3 2.
w xs Z c , d , c , d , c , c , d rI, where I declares that c and d are of2. 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 4 4
additive order 4, all the other generators are of additive order 2; in
addition,
c d s d d s c d s c d s c d s d d s d c s d c s 0,3 6 4 6 5 6 6 6 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 6
d d q d2 s c d q c c s c c q c2 s c c q c2 s 0, .  .6 6 3 4 4 3 5 4 6 3 4 6 5
and
c c q d c s c d2 q c2 s c c q c c2 s 0.3 6 4 5 4 4 6 5 6 5 3
The 3-local part of the local cohomology is similar to the local cohomology
of the infinite dihedral group. However, the 2-local bit seems harder,
although it is only two dimensional and is Cohen]Macaulay.
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